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ANGER DEMON 
 
November 11, 2019 
 
YAHWEH SAYS: 
 
What you looked at today, this is what others deal with. You never thought you would 
deal with such a strong demon without really knowing it’s a very strong demon. You 
thought it was your own way, shutting him out. You could not know the real root reason 
for the depression, for the loneliness within, and for the painful feelings of neglect. 
 
That’s what others do not know. People see the anger demon as a demon that would 
show rage and physical abuse. But what the anger demon displays: hopelessness. The 
way hopelessness is displayed to others: isolation. The human thinks that they can show 
their anger towards others by ignoring the person that has caused them pain. 
 
And even if that person has a loved one close to that person that caused them pain, the 
hurting person would hurt and ignore both so that they would ensure that they would 
not come into contact with the one who caused the pain.  
 
The person who is innocent yet joined with a person connected with the pain: they are 
still viewed as one with the enemy. How will the wounded person be set free? How would 
the wounded person know what is causing the pain? They should also consider how they 
feel when that pain-causing person is ignored and why they do not like being around that 
person.  
 
So, can the root reason for pain be set in one area? Can the wounded heart feel the pain 
because of one gateway being opened? There has to be a rape of the soul.  
 
Feeling like you lost territorial ruling over your own way brings a split within the wounded. 
How does the split manifest? When something is taken away from the wounded, and the 
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only way to deal with how they have been treated is to look at the taker as the one who 
is stealing their own way.  
 
And so, they bring in their own defense mechanism. And the defense mechanism will 
take on an ill way of blocking that hurter from their private way. People also block others 
on social media to keep them from looking at their private way as a defense mechanism. 
And a passive-aggressive person uses the silent way of ignoring a person to take back 
their way of territory.  
 
But this way of feeling an anger attached to a person will never be dealt with, with only 
nice words. The one who looks as the hurter may not have actually brought the wounded 
one pain, but the perceived hurter may greatly influence someone close to the wounded 
one who blames the pain in one direction. 
 
In the wounded person’s heart, they cannot fathom that the one they care about would 
make a plan to be independent apart from the one who appears to hurt them. Let’s say 
a child deals with a family split. The wounded person would never single out the parent 
as the hurter if there appears to be a person joined to them who caused the wounded to 
take on the feeling of anger from the rape of the soul.  
 
If there is a dominant spouse attached as the hurter, the view of the innocent spouse is 
skewed, where it looks like the hurter spouse dragged the innocent spouse against their 
own will to take on a feat that brought the wounded heart painful dealings.  
 
Many children do not like their parent’s second or third replacement for their original 
parent due to how that new way has a territorial way with the one who is gone. The rape 
of the soul is also looked at in reverse, where the children will be left in one area, and a 
spouse would make the other children lose a parent through relocation. Both—the parent 
made to leave and the children left behind, will feel as if there is no hope of ever having 
a completed family again.  
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Along with other family splits, areas in a person’s way could cause a rape of the wounded 
soul. Having anyone touch us in a way that violates and breaks the trusted bond will have 
a feeling as a violation and will cause emotional walls to form within.  
 
The rape of the soul takes over when there is a break within that person’s own personal 
territory. 
 
Most children of divorced parents will tend to struggle with accepting the replacement 
spouse due to how their family circle is now broken and shattered and replaced with new 
boundaries of all who should be included in the family plan. “Why should they protect 
someone who violates their family circle?” That’s what a wounded person would drive to 
justify.  
 
The person who feels a violated way must deal with the root of why they deal with the 
rape of the soul. What will mend their way again? What will give them that way of healing 
to feel hope once again? Share your story. 
 
SEERSGATE SAYS: 
 
I’ve been sexually abused. I’ve dealt with rape of the soul. I cannot recall feeling safe in 
my childhood. Somehow, I never found out why my parents divorced. And now I’m in my 
forties, and I wonder if that is something I should mend, what I dealt with. But I also 
experienced my divorce. And I am also married to a man who has his own divorced past. 
Both of us have the wounded plan of how a family circle would shift.  
 
What caused my rape of the soul? Neglect. I will not go off into details about that plan, 
but I will say that when I thought that God never keeps His word, He gave me a small 
plan of hope to help me.  
 
Thank You, Yahweh. I never wanted to be a wounded way, but I’m so glad that I can 
include You in my family circle and know that You care about our wounds and will back 
us up and defend us from all who would try to kill us and steal from us or destroy us. 
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Thank You, Yahweh. If I have a way to look at my heavenly family and look at how You 
have created me to live, will that help with the pain?  
 
Would looking outside of my own grief give me some hope that all things will work 
together for good for those called according to Your real purpose? How can You bring 
closure when it all seems so unfair how others appear to prosper when they are not 
following Your plan? How do I get my own vengeance? How do I get a fair trial? Should 
I let everyone walk over my heart and treat me poorly? Life sometimes seems so unfair. 
Where do I have a way to have a real renewal?  
 
How do I get the parts that were taken away from me? How do I stand and just trust 
that You will help me? Am I ultimately angry with God? Am I bitter with God because He 
let the rape of the soul happen? My human understanding is flawed. How can God want 
to be near such a wounded soul? And does He care? Do you care, King Jesus? 
 
YAHWEH SAYS: 
 
You were called an absent mother by a bitter woman who had a hand in the taking care 
of your little one. Without knowing how Our servant was tricked, you did not speak out 
and correct that person. But the wounded pain that you deal with is there and has been 
for a great many years. Yahweh does not hold grudges, yet Yahweh holds the Judge way 
of governing and will bring forward judgment in a clear way.  
 
You were told you could come back and get the children when you had a place to live. 
But when that way was granted, that other called out and said that you were an unfit 
mother who abandoned her own children. Why did you ask where you and the children 
are supposed to live? It was an insecurity due to being a dependent way with that father’s 
income. I am aware that very few would know that. And now the person has been placed 
in an ordered way. Come under Yahweh and be set a free way.  
 
Do not hold anger any longer. Forgive. I know the hurt is still as deep. And I know that 
that other did ask for forgiveness for that action. But it still looks as if you abandoned 
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them. No other person would have had that opportune way if that deception was not 
carried out.  
 
Others—they have hurt your heart. They only have one person’s side. Release them. 
What if I say to pray for their wellbeing? Would I have to remove you from your office 
work due to how anger and bitterness lead?  
 
Let that other go. They were jealous of your way and told your way to leave them alone 
just to get back at your way. What if I told you that I told them that I have made you a 
powerful prophet? What if they know that I will push great power into your whole way? 
Would that help you with the pain? No. I know what you still long for: My power, My 
hand in hand with your way. My power, speaking on My behalf, giving a power way.  
 
You want your Great Way to materialize and hold you in His arms. You want to talk with 
Me as if I am next to you as a friend with a flesh presentation. You have My attention.  
 
No matter how much painful hurts of rejection and neglect that is pushed your way, your 
heart longs for a deep intimacy with your God. And I want that as well. And that is why 
I am so hard on your training. That is why I train your spirit to be transparent without 
sugarcoating your words.  
 
And that’s why I want you to no longer hold a grudge with that local preacher. He and 
his dear wife told you that you are on the wrong path and that you are not under Kingdom 
order. That is an understanding of what was spoken. I will not give a seeing plan with 
every church way. But since they mentored your way, the pain went in a deep way.  
 
You wanted them to embrace a revelation that was not clearly shown in your work. And 
they would not have a way to look at it as a rough outline from what Yahweh gave you 
in a work plan. Do not hold that against them. Leave the outcome with Yahweh. And if 
others choose not to want a fellowship, do not force that way. 
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Invite others to engage, but never make any person spend time with your way. If they 
hold anger with your way and you apologized for ill past actions, let them go. I’m not 
going to have My servant beg to have fake friendships. If they will not come and make 
amends with your way in reaching out, their true heart is revealed. They are not willing 
to work at a reconciliation, nor is there true love flowing from their heart.  
 
Yahweh will share reconciliation plans, but never will I have My prophet bend and become 
a people pleaser, with pretending with that bitter ill-hearted person that they are well in 
Yahweh. Be real with all—real heart sharing and true love from Yahweh. Love those 
pastors who are going to speak out and call you a fake Christian, a false prophet, a cult 
leader, a jezebel, a heretic, and other ill ways. Love your enemies yet not with the heart 
action to cater to their ill ways of wanting to look righteous. And you will win a great 
harvest for Yahweh.  
 
That’s how I talk with you, even though that pastor in Kodiak struggled with that. With 
prophets, I share My will in various movings; one of them is with our times of meeting. 
And those notes are also shared with others. You will heal with each day as you turn your 
face towards Me and seek My healing way.  
 
Do not try to be perfect and fully looking a holy way to gain Me in your whole way. Just 
look towards Heaven and yield within. Surrender the pain-filled ways. Let Yahweh help 
you endure what’s ahead. 
 


